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The Ambassador Extraordinary and Plenipotentiary of the Republic of Cameroon to the
Republic of ltaly: H.E. Sebastien FOUMANE,

Hereby, wishes to sincerely thank the Cameroonian Communities within his jurisdiction,
for the warmth and unfettered supporl that many of them have shown him, ever since
his arrival and partial assumption of duties at his Mission.

Despite the fact that the procedure for his complete installation and assumption of duties
as Ambassador is still in process, he underscores that the networks developed through
these primary contacts with the Community, have provided him with highly useful and
profound insights on the nature of some of the complex consular issues faced by the
said Community.

These issues are currently being studied diligenfly by the Mission.

ln order to fine-tune the study and propose sustainably tailored solutions to some of
these problems; the Ambassador would wish to undertake a contact tour of the
jurisdiction, once there is an improvement of the stringent COVID-1g measures
currently in force within the country. Thus, he invites all of us to be patient in the
organization of these rendezvous, iÀ respect of the ltalian laws and regulations vis -a-
vis this pandemic.

ln this regard, all Cameroonian within the jurisdiction, are hereby entreated to continue
observing all relevant consular rules- and regulations, pending the contact tour.

The Ambassador counls on the understanding and the high sense of patriotism of
members of our Community, in all its components.
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